“The school shall have served its purpose best, fulfilled its object effectively,
if, in addition to the teaching of the three Rs and all the things that go by the
scholastic name, the wonderful niceties of life are also inculcated, without which
man as a gregarious animal would be written down in history as a failure.
Let

the school be the centre, the nucleus, the focus, radiating not distrust,

not factions, not a spirit of partnership, but the spirit of oneness and harmony
towards conjoint effort and the fulfilment of conjoint purpose and the reaching
towards that goal for which all of us are yearning.”

Dr. C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
THE GROVE SCHOOL has completed eleven years since
its inception. Started in the year 2004, it has grown
from strength to strength and it now has nearly 400
students. From LKG to Std. X, the number of students
in each class is limited in order to give more attention
to each and every child. The result is 100% pass in the
Std. X ICSE Examinations conducted in March 2015.
All the students have secured first class with distinction.
The students have kept the tradition of securing 100%
first class results for the fourth successive year from
2012.
From this academic year 2015-2016, THE GROVE SCHOOL will be a Centre
for the ICSE Board Examination.
Education is not the end for any child. Every child has hidden talents and
interests in different fields like sports, music, dance, etc., apart from education.
THE GROVE SCHOOL identifies the talent and interest of each child and
provides scope to excel in various fields.
I am proud to say that the students have actively participated in inter-school
and national level competitions in sports, music, art and Sanskrit Drama
and won several prizes. I am sure they will bring laurels to the school in the
years to come in extra-curricular activities, apart from education.
My congratulations to the Principal, Vice-Principal and all the teachers who
have put in a lot of effort to give the students a good and holistic education
that will stand them in good stead throughout their lives.

Dr. Nanditha Krishna
President
The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation
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CHAIRPERSON’S MESSAGE
This is the eleventh year of the inception of THE GROVE
SCHOOL. Since then, the school has excelled in all
fields apart from academic activities. The children
actively took part in sports, drawing and painting, essay
competitions, etc. both nationally and internationally.
Besides this, 2015 is the fourth successive year of 100%
pass in the ICSE examination, starting from 2012. The
students deserve all appreciation for their performance
and they have brought laurels to THE GROVE SCHOOL.
Needless to say, the credit goes to the tremendous efforts of the
Correspondent, Principal, Vice-Principal, and of course all the teachers who
have put their heart and soul for the efficient and smooth functioning of the
school. All these would not have been possible without the guidance of
Dr. Nanditha Krishna, President, C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation.
Congratulations everybody.
My prayers to the Almighty to bless the school. I am sure that THE GROVE
SCHOOL will be one of the best schools in India in the years to come.

Ms. M. Bargavi Devendra
Chairperson
The Grove School
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CORRESPONDENT’S MESSAGE
This academic year has been very eventful. We as a
school believe in a holistic education. Education is more
than reading prescribed books, and includes the all
round development of the child in all spheres.
This academic year, we have had several extracurricular activities and several inter-house
tournaments. It was very encouraging to see our
children participate enthusiastically.
Field trips were conducted for students of all classes
to give them outdoor exposure. Teaching life skills has also become a part of
the curriculum.
One of the aims of the school is to contribute to the revival of Sanskrit. With
this aim in mind, I was pleased that our students won the First Prize in the
inter-school Sanskrit drama competition that was held on November 7, 2015.
From November 8 to December 13, 2015 the school was closed most of the
time due to the rains, followed by the devastating floods which struck Chennai
and threw life out of gear. Inspite of so many hardships, it is extremely amazing
to see how, in a span of 45 days our teachers and students have striven hard
to complete their portions, assessments, entertain us on Pongal and Republic
Day and bring out this magazine in the run up to the Annual Day celebrations
being on schedule, as usual.
We are extremely proud of our students and teachers who have worked hard
and contributed in bringing out the Sacred Grove edition of 2015-16.
I wish our students, staff and parents all the very best and look forward to
your patronage and support in keeping The Grove School at the top always!!!

Mr. Prashanth Krishna
Correspondent
The Grove School
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THE PRINCIPAL SPEAKS…
We are extremely happy to place the annual issue of
The Sacred Grove in your hands. A School Magazine is
the universal mode to provide an expression worthy of
the inherent talent of the students as well as the staff.
A good magazine brings out the creativity and the
originality in the thoughts expressed by our students.
They have contributed a mixture of poems, articles,
stories and drawings. It is an awesome task to present
everything in a miniscule booklet, which we have tried
to do, to the best of our ability.
We wish to place on record our sincere thanks to our president Dr. Nanditha
Krishna, our chairperson Ms. Bargavi Devendra and our correspondent Mr.
Prashanth Krishna who are always with us in our endeavours, the helping
hand extended by members of the editorial Board, the little minds who have
contributed a lot and all our well wishers who made it possible for us to
release yet another year book in all its splendour.

Mrs. Kala Doraisamy
P rincipal
The Grove School
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THE VICE-PRINCIPAL SPEAKS…
We are extremely glad to present to you the 2015-16
issue of our annual school magazine. Each one of our
students is a rare gem who shines uniquely in his/her
own way. I would like to thank the students for their
time and effort they have put in, in the making of the
magazine. We are happy and proud to say that this
issue of the magazine is a mirror of our students’ talents,
creativity and achievements.
Our school strongly believes in having a holistic
approach towards education. The school hasn’t just been teaching academics
but has also been throwing light on extra-curricular activities like art, craft,
music, dance, culture, yoga, physical education, environmental awareness,
etc. Additionally, we also believe in imparting values to sculpt our young
minds to climb up the ladder to become responsible citizens. We are proud
to mention our children’s contributions towards the Chennai flood relief,
Nepal fund relief and the Blue Cross of India.
I thank our management for their guidance and unending support in bringing
out our annual magazine. It has been an honour and is a wonderful experience
working under one roof with hardworking, proficient and compassionate staff.
It is the joint effort of the whole team which has been transforming the
school year after year.

Mrs. S.M Sujatha
Vice-Principal
The Grove School
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ANNUAL REPORT 2015 – 2016
We are happy to highlight the activities of The Grove School for the
academic year 2015-16.
Board Exam Results
In the academic field, The Grove School secured 100% pass in the ICSE
Board Exam conducted in March 2015 for the fourth consecutive time.
All our students secured first class with distinction which was remarkable.
This was achieved due to the hard work and efforts put in by our students.
Achievements & Events
Education apart, our students taste success in different fields which come
from aspiration, desperation, perspiration and inspiration. A right balance
of excellence in academics and extra-curricular activities, participation
in competitions at the inter-school, and intra-school levels, is another
remarkable feat that always places us on high repute. With great pride,
we introduce our children who have brought laurels to the institution.
They dream big and let their dreams follow with action.
Along with our students’ achievements, we also wish to highlight the
events of the academic year.
2015
June 1

Faculty Development Programmes
To teach is to touch life forever. As Benjamin Franklin
had stated, “Without continual growth and progress,
words such as improvement, achievement and success
have no meaning.” The growth of an institution depends
upon the professional growth of its faculty. Staff
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members are deputed to attend various training
programmes, orientations and seminars to keep
themselves abreast with latest developments in the field
of education. In addition to the training programmes
conducted by different professional agencies, In-House
programmes are also regularly conducted.
Dr. Nanditha Krishna, President, C.P. Ramaswami
Aiyar Foundation addressed the teachers and asked
them to work as a team committed to excellence and
establish purpose before action.
Ms. R. Rajamadhu, The Grove School counsellor
briefed the teachers on “Enjoying Classroom
Interaction.” The teachers were taught how to handle
various types of students.
June 3

Ms. Vasuki, Director of Kalakendra gave a lecture to
our teachers on education through visual art.

June 21

International Yoga Day was observed with Yoga
demonstrations.

July 10

Mr. A. Chendamarai Kannan, our Science teacher
attended a workshop on Environmental Studies
organised by the Science Olympiad Foundation.

July 15

Mrs. Asha Saravanan and Mr. T. Gandhiraj attended a
lecture on Label Content Mapping.

July 16

Mrs. Viyomavathi, our Librarian attended a seminar
on the Role of the Librarian in School Education at the
Periyar Science City.

July 17

Mrs. V. Anuradha and Mrs. R. Sumathi attended a
Science workshop organised by Wipro and C.P.R
Environmental Education Centre.
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July 31

Annual Sports Meet. Life offers the best possible things
for those who want them. Not content with scoring
excellent grades in academics, our students have
proved their abilities in the field of sports. The Annual
sports Meet was held at the YMCA ground. Our
students put up a colourful display of drill, gymnastics
and relay races.

August 6

Mr. M. Ganesan, our Geography teacher attended a
workshop on “Better Earth” organised by the Geography
Teachers’ Association of Chennai.

August 7-8

In the ASISC athletic meet organised between the ICSE
Schools of South India at Tuticorin, Vignesh
Sivasankaran of Class X won the third place at state
level.

August 13-14

Our school cricket team participated in the ASISC interschool tournament and came upto the Semi-Finals.

August 15

The Grove School celebrated Independence Day and
hoisted the national flag. Dr. Nanditha Krishna,
President addressed the gathering. The day was
celebrated with a cultural program.

August 16

Denty, a Dental Hospital held a Dental Care Camp.

August 27

A Quiz competition was conducted in connection with
the Madras week. S. Padmaja (Std. X) and Sukrishna
Sankar (Std. X) were declared as winners.

September 3

Chinmaya Mission organised a Mass Chanting of
Bhagavat Gita Chapter XVII at our school.
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September 13

Global Event Managers and Camlin jointly conducted
drawing and painting competitions in our school.
Mrithnee Pradeep of Std. III, Bhadhra G. Nair of Std.
V, M. Varshitha of Std. VII and V. Divya Dharshini of
Std. IX were declared as winners.

September 22

G.R.T Mahalakshmi Higher Secondary School
conducted various inter-school competitions. Tejeswini
Thota of Std. VII got the second prize in the oratorical
competition. The second prize in the group dance
competition was won by Namrata Krishna (Std. VI),
Nilker Harshita (Std. VI), A. Adithi (Std. V),
L. Ashwanthika (Std. IX), B. Shrija Lakshmi (Std. V)
and R. Sri Manasveni (Std. VI).

October 16

R. Nandakishore of Std. I and A. Kayal of Std. IV won in
Tamil recitation. N. Madhushree (Std. IX) and Vashist
Vasudevan (Std. IX) received prizes for Gita chanting.

October Month

Annual Project Month was observed. Our Project month
was based on life skills. Various famous personalities
delivered lectures on insurance, banking, railways,
post, telegraphs and many other topics.

November 5

Pranav Devanand of Std. V won the trophy in the tests
conducted by Ideal Play Abacus. K. Sushma Shree of
Std. V and A.N. Poornima of Std. II won medals in the
Abacus Brain O’ Brain Contest.
Rotary club of Chennai Towers gave away the prizes
won by Bhagya Sreeram (Std. VI) and Divya Sreeram
(Std. VI) in the Music Competition.

November 7

In the inter-school Sanskrit drama competition
conducted by The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation,
our school won the first prize.
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November 8

In the inter-school competition conducted by A.M.M.
Matriculation School, A.N. Poornima of Std. II won the
first prize for Thirukural recitation while S. Nethra won
the third prize for mono acting. Shreyas Santosh (Std.
VII), A.P. Kavya Shree (Std.VII), V. Varshini (Std. VIII),
V. Neha (Std.VIII) and J. Divya Priyanka (Std. VIII) won
the first Prize for group singing. RMT International
School organised inter-school competitions in which
Avigna Bhooshan of Std. II, Parvathi Venkatesh of Std.
IV, Dhruv Panchal of Std. V won prizes in English
Recitation.

November 10

S. Padmaja of Std. X received the prestigious second
prize in creative writing organised by the council for
Indian School Certificate Examination.

December 24

V. Excel conducted various competitions in connection
with children’s Day.

December 28

A. Tarika of Std. I, won a prize for drawing competition
while R. Prathamesh of Std. II won a consolation prize
in storytelling. R. Priyamvadha of Class VI won the
second prize in face painting competition.

2016
January 10

Rafts, a charitable organisation awarded the first prize
to Neil B. Shah of Std. III for the fancy dress competition.
S. Siddarth of Std. VIII received a medal in the
Geography Talent Test organised by the Geography
Teachers’ Association of Chennai.

January 14

Pongal was celebrated in a grand manner.
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January 20

Apollo Day care hospital organised a medical checkup for our children. Dr. Meenakshi Sundaram talked
to the teachers about Gynaecological Problems.

January 23 & 24 Our History teacher, Ms. Punitha attended a Workshop
on the Modern Trends of teaching history organised
by C.P.R. Institute of Indological Research.
January 26

The Grove School celebrated Republic Day and hoisted
the national flag. Dr. Nanditha Krishna, President
addressed the gathering. The day was celebrated with
a cultural program.

January 28

C.P.R. Environmental Education Centre and Wipro
organised an environmental programme in which our
Class VIII Students were declared as Regional Winners.
They were guided by our biology teacher,
Mrs. V. Anuradha.

February 5

The Grove School celebrated her Annual Day, for
students of classes III and above. It was delightful to
see the children display their talents through
a variety entertainment program.

February 10

A Homam was performed for the students of Class X,
for their success in the ICSE board exams. The children
were
encouraged
and
blessed
by
the
teachers.

February 19

The Grove School celebrated her Annual Day for classes
Pre-KG to II. Smiles, laughter, colour and fervour were
all over the place as the little ones exhibited their talent
and skill.
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February 29

The ICSE board exams for class X began. The
examination centre was The Grove School.

March 28

Last day of the ICSE board exams.

April 7

Last working day for classes Pre-KG to UKG.
The Kindness Kids valedictory function was held for
The Grove School. Mrs. S. Shanmugavalli received “The
Best Teacher Award”. Mohit Mehta (Std. VIII) received
the “Veg Ambassador Award” for his great work and
contribution towards animal welfare and vegetarianism.
In the painting competition that was conducted,
V. Varshini (Class VIII) won the 1st prize, Monica (Class
VII) received the 2nd prize, and Mohammed Zaheer
(ClassVI) won the 3rd prize.

April 22

Last working day for classes I to IX.

May 2

School closes for summer vacation.

Club Activities
The Culture Club enlightens our students about the values of Indian
Culture. Mr. G. Balaji of The C.P.R. Institute of Indological Research
conducts the club.
The eco-club is organized by the C.P.R. Environmental Education Centre
(CPREEC). They conduct various activities for our students. It is handled
by Mr. Gauthama of CPREEC.
Mrs. N. Sudha from the C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation organized
Kindness Kids program and formed the Kindness Club for students who
do good for animals.
Mrs. G. Vimala of Saraswathi Kendra teaches embroidery and needle
work to our Children.
The Nature Club of our school has taken up the task of beautifying the
campus. Our school children are encouraged to indulge in gardening.
They were also taken to the Blue Cross of India where they were taught
to love and care for animals. Our std. VIII students organised ‘Joy of
Giving Week.’ They collected essential things and donated them to the
flood victims.
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Health Check Up
Good Health and a Fit Body can make all the difference in one’s life. We
care for the health of our students. A trained nurse attends to the day to
day health care of the Children. Medical Checkups are also conducted
from time to time. As already mentioned, The Grove School has conducted
two medical check-ups this year.
Fieldtrips
Education should not be confined within the four walls of the school. Our
children from LKG to Std X were taken to various places of educational
interest for actual learning.
Celebration of various festivals and events
We celebrate various festivals like Guru Poornima, Sri Krishna Jayanthi,
Vinayaka Chaturthi, Navarathri, Christmas etc., in a big way.
Conclusion
Young students have a mysterious power within them which make it
possible to achieve the impossible, to see the invisible and hear the
inaudible. Recognizing the enormity of this noble task, no stone is left
unturned to develop young scholars as worthy human beings. To help
us achieve this goal, it is appropriate to recall the efforts of our President,
Dr. Nanditha Krishna who laid a strong foundation through her dedication,
direction and deeds of kindness to place the institution in its present
position. We place on record our sincere thanks to all the members of
the Managing Committee of The Grove School, and the management of
The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation.
Our heartfelt thanks to the teaching and non-teaching staff, parents and
well wishers for all their cooperation and help rendered to us. We bow in
reverence to the Almighty whose guiding hand has led us all through
and has helped us make the school what it is.

Mrs. Kala Doraisamy
P rincipal
The Grove School
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Office Bearers for the year 2015-16
Head Boy
Head Girl
Sports Captain

-

Keerti Surana
Sukrishna Sankar
Vignesh Sivashankar

House Captain
Gulmohar House
Peepal House
Neem House
Tulsi House

-

S. Dinesh
V. Pranav
C. Yogamurugan
S. Megala
Awards

Name of the Award
A.R Jagannathan Award
Shakunthala Jagannathan Award

Category
ICSE Topper
School Topper

Points Table
Houses
Peepal House
Neem House
Tulsi House
Gulmohar House

Points
3241
3014
2901
2289
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Candidate
A. Revathy
S. Padmaja

The Anonymous Gift
“Ding Dong. Ding Dong” went the bell. It was my birthday that day. It was 12
o’clock. My parents got up and went to the door. “Ding Dong” went the bell
again. I rushed out to see what the ruckus was. All I could spot was a shadowy
figure holding a gigantic box. I walked up to the door half asleep. My parents
were talking to the mysterious figure. Then they turned to me and said “It’s a
gift for you from ‘The Anonymous Messenger’, it just won’t fit inside”. I went
out. By this time, my sister had woken up. She came downstairs. The man
outside had a slight smirk on his face. I opened the box. Inside was another
box, yet another and another. I started to get annoyed and cranky as I was
sleepy, but I was curious to find out what was inside. At last, I found an
envelope. Inside there was a small note; it said:
Dear dear, dear Nirupa,
Happy Birthday! I planned a little treasure hunt for you! Have fun!
-The anonymous messenger
Clue: What is your hobby and where did you learn it?
This was easy, my drawing teacher, so I went straight up to her house, and
sure enough there was another clue on her door. The clues kept on getting
harder.
At last I was back at my home in my own room. I open the closet and found
another big box. I sighed. I opened the box, and it was smaller than the last
one. Inside sitting was my best friend with a box of chocolates and card!
NIRUPAMA MANIVEL
Class V
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My Website
In the last month, I thought to create my own website, about my profile and
areas of interest. First, I searched the URL Name available in the domains. I
found that URL Name www.jshyam2005.com. Then I registered the URL and
took a space in the server to host the website. I designed my website with
green environment back ground combining the natural sceneries and
pictures. In the Home Page, My profile, introduction was placed. In the Second
page it was about my studies, schools and future. Third page showcased my
School teachers in various classes for various subjects. Fourth page contained
about the areas of interest. Fifth page highlighted my sports & games
achievements. Sixth page displayed my contact details. It was interesting in
creating my own website in the name of www.jshyam2005.com. I am proud of
creating my own website. I wish to thank to my teachers and parents who
supported in creating my own website.
J.SHYAM
Class VI

Protect Nature
Nature has beauty
to protect it is our duty.
Nature is wonderful
we must protect it to keep it colourful.
We can’t buy anything for free
but nature gives oxygen for free through a tree.
Nature is vast
but we shouldn’t convert it to waste.
Nature has beauty
to protect it is our duty.
NEELESH SARATHY
Class VI
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Friends
Friends are very sweet
They also give us a treat
They are sometimes naughty
And always join us for a party.
They are always connected to you
Whether many or a few
Friends always enjoy with us
And never make a fuss
O. PRANATHI
Class VI

The Cartoon Character I Would Love To Be
The Cartoon character I like to be among the many cartoons that exists today,
I like to be Kevin minion. He stars in the movies “The minions “and “Despicable
me 2 “.He is a tall, yellow coloured minion with little hair. He owns a lava gun
that can shoot lava. Like other minions, Kevin also likes bananas and this
happens to be my favourite fruit too. The purple minions are the enemies of
Kevin and among the yellow minions. Kevin is the brave and helpful minion.
Kevin always comes up with wonderful ideas to solve their problems. He
shares his ideas with his friends, plans his moves and leads them. He is calm
and patient. The minions look upon him as their leader. Kevin is hence a
wonderful character and I want to be just like him.
ARJUN KANNAN
Class II
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What do I want to be when I grow up and why?
I want to be a child dentist when I grow up. When I was 4 years old I was in
UKG. That time most of my teeth were rotten and I suffered a lot. Due to that
I could not eat properly. My parents took me to a dentist who has suggested
to undergo a minor surgery. During examining my teeth, the dentist opened
my mouth widely and used different tools to check. It was very scary and
painful. Few days later I was taken to a hospital where the surgeon was
waiting to operate. I was holding my dad tightly and was not willing to go to
the operation theatre But the doctor insisted to operate on time. My dad
carried me to the operation theatre so that I was not scared. When I entered
the operation theatre I saw all the people wearing mask and many sharp
tools and some machines. I was very scared and started crying but everybody
try to console me. My dad laid me on the bed and stood next to me. Then the
doctor gave me anesthesia and I was unconscious. After the operation, when
I came to conscious, I opened my eyes. I told my mom it is very difficult to
talk. My lips were swollen and some of my teeth were in metal cap and few
teeth were missing. I could not eat for two days. I was only drinking juice and
eating ice cream. Few days later I recovered slowly and I became alright. This
painful incident is very strong in my memory and when I become a dentist, I
will help all little children who are suffering from dental problem by giving
them easy treatment and make them happy and not to cry.
K.K JANAV
Class III

Treasure Hunt
While returning from school I found a treasure map and I followed the route.
I called my friends Jake, Kabbi and Peter Pan. We crossed mountains, rivers,
valleys and hills. After sometime we reached a lonely place. We met bad
pirates, we chased them away and got the treasure. We took the box and
returned home. We handed the treasure to the police who rewarded us.
MRITHINEE PRADEEP
Class III
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My Favourites
My favourite teacher is my English teacher. She teaches us very well and she
will not scold us. I love the subject very much. My favourite vehicle is my
cycle. My mother bought me a new cycle “Hercules” for me. Cycling is the
best exercise and I love to ride cycle. It makes me fit and mind is relaxed
when riding cycle. My favourite game is football. I love to play that, I am the
toughest goalkeeper in the team. We should be very alert while playing football.
My favourite dress is Jeans and T-shirt. It suits me and I feel very comfortable.
My favourite place in Chennai is Marina beach, as we get good pollution free
air. Children play various games there. My favourite car is Audi. It is a luxurious
car, looks like a ship. I will definitely buy that car in my life. My favourite
restaurant is Okadey’s and Sangeetha, whenever I go there I have butter
naan and palak panneer which is my favourite dish. These are a few of my
favourite things........
B.S. SARAVANNA KUMAR
Class IV

New Year
I like New Year as it brings in a lot of hope, joy and happiness. New Year is for
all and is celebrated by world over. It is the time when people take resolutions
and new decisions. All of us try to forgive and forget the mistakes and wrong
doings of our friends and relatives. People get together on 31st December
with family and friends to welcome the New Year. They play games, have
dinner and cut cakes to express happiness. At the strike of 12, they wish
each other ‘Happy New Year’ and welcome it with smiles and laughter. I have
made a New Year resolution and hope all of you will have one. Please keep it
and not break it.
BHADHRA. G. NAIR
Class V
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My Beautiful Fairy
Way up high, so very far
My dear fairies saw a twinkling star.
To find a fairy take a look
Inside a magical fairy book.
A fairy secret have you heard?
All fairies have a sweet, helping bird.
All fairies have pretty things
Tiny or big each with a pair of wings.
A magical fairy picnic, now let’s think
First a sandwich and then a drink.
When my fairies feel sleepy, they lay their head,
Upon the magical fairy bed.
My cute fairies take great care
To brush their long and shiny hair.
Whenever the fairies get a chance, they would
Love to play, sing and dance
All fairies live in a house
Made up of stars and clouds.
Cakes and chocolates are great treats
They have other delicious things to eat
To make a spell a fairy must,
Sprinkle some magical fairy dust.
MONICA PIYAA. M
Class VII
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An Experience With Ghosts
I was working in a Pizzeria as a night watchman. My job was to monitor
cameras, look after the robots and to manage power till 6 am. Well, I started
off with the power issue but after 2 am, I noticed some changes. One of the
robots started changing its position and found that it was charging towards
me. I understood why the automated doors were for. The owner of the Pizzeria
knew that there was a malfunctioning or it was haunted.That is the reason
why he fixed some automated doors. The place started echoing with weird
and haunted voices. I tried to flee from the place but soon realized that I was
heading towards my own doom. Soon I figured out a plan. I thought that only
when the spirits showed up at the door, I would close them. I found out that
I had only two hours standby and the time was only 3.30 am. I couldn’t get to
the phone in the administration block and had to spend most of the time
with the doors closed. With only two minutes left for 6am, the power went off.
A ghost robot came to attack me and I could see his body and eyes. With
death just two steps away from me I could hear the clock struck 6 am. With
the help of a torch I saw the ghost. It stood still like a piece of ice and I found
that the ghost magic won’t work in the morning. All I did was to escape the
place, resign the job and vowed never to work as a night watchman again.
SIDDARTH. S
Class VIII

A Big Mistake
One day when I was playing with my cycle inside my home, I broke my
Mama’s favourite flower vase. I was very scared because I thought Mama will
be angry with me. I told my Dadi ma about it. She helped me clean the place.
She also told me to write a small apology letter to my Mama. Mama gave a big
smile when I gave the letter to her. She gave me a kiss instead of scolding. I
was very happy.I thanked my Dadi ma for her wonderful idea.
A. NEHAL
Class III
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Magic Tricks I Can Do
I like to do magic tricks
I do it with hat and also with bricks,
Doing tricks with cards is fun
I can make it disappear and run,
I can make tricks with coin
Take two ropes and help it join
Everybody enjoys when I do Magic Tricks
With my black and white magic stick
DHIKSHITHA SRIDHAR
Class II

Difficult days in Chennai
Can you imagine five days without electricity, water and internet? Yes, we
Chennaites lived like that for five full days. We did not have food or proper
drinking water as water was got mixed with drainage water. We could not go
out of our homes because there was water as high as nine feet. During the
nights the whole of Chennai was in darkness as there was no power. Our
vehicles were damaged and water entered our homes. There was fungal
formation that was causing health hazards. There was a fear of epidemic. The
floods in Chennai was indeed a disaster, it was nature’s fury that devastated
the city. The city had not faced just rains in the last 100 years. I hope and
pray that we never face another flood ever. If again we had to then we should
be more prepared. The flood taught us to work in unity; the spirit of
togetherness was displayed.
U. NEHA
Class VIII
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An Unusual Italian Experience
One day a very strange thing happened in my neighbourhood. It was during
last summer vacations. I woke up one morning and went to the balcony to
enjoy the fresh air. I was startled to see my neighbour’s house. Alas! It was
tilted like the Pisa Tower. The clothes line looked like a slide, the flower pots
kept on the balcony had fallen off. I was afraid the whole building would tilt
over. Police and other rescue forces were in full swing to rescue the people. I
wondered what had happened in one night to tilt a building. I was curious
and rushed to my mother to know the real fact. What my mother told me was
interesting. My neighbour had dug a sump for water storage to beat the
summer. The soil could not withstand the building weight and also one of
the pillars supporting the building was damaged. Everyone was rescued and
I just realized that a lot of things can happen not only a cup of coffee but
also over night.
S. NETHRA
Class III

Do Not Litter
We have to keep our houses and streets clean. We should not spit on the
road. But we see many people doing that. This may cause diseases. We see
people throwing banana peel on the road, due to this people might slip and
fall. Some throw garbage here and there which leads to unclean surroundings.
I would like India to be a clean and beautiful country. I request everyone to
help in keeping India clean.
SWEATH B SHAH
Class I
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Smile
If I would smile
It would be for a mile
I like to smile,
Even for a style.
If you smile
You may add friends like a pile.
Show your teeth
And be healthy
Say cheese
For no fees,
Smile for jokes
And not for pokes.
Babies smile is happy
When they wear their nappy
Toothless grannies and oldies
Their smiles are goodies.
Always smile
And be happy.
R. PRIYAMVATHA
Class VI

Appreciation
An appreciation is a cheer from you to me
The cost is nothing, it’s given for free.
They console the weary and gladden the sad,
And can make someone happy when they are mad.
Unlike blessings in which we pray
Appreciation is the only thing you keep when you give it away.
DIVYASHREE RAM
Class VI
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Adventure of the Cliff Hangers
One pleasant morning, I and my friend Tara decide to go kayaking and
trekking in Rappanhock Cliff. We quickly gathered our essentials and loaded
it in our SUV. The road to Rappanhock was bumpy. We then reached the
Cliff Hangers club and registered our names. We took out our Kayaks first
and dragged them over to Timberlake. We thought this lake was perfect as it
had small waterfalls in it.
We also took our mountaineering gear with us, as we could climb the rocky
Rappanhock after Kayaking. Our boating journey started; first we hit some
rocks but managed to smoothen the ride with crystal clear water touching
our paddles. We certainly had a good time in Timber lake. We danced along
with the snowy, elegant swans and threw some food for the vibrant and
sparkling fishes.
Our journey on the lake was over; we went back to the club and spent the
night there. Early next morning we got dressed and slipped into our gears.
We resembled two fierce Cheetah on a prowl. Our quest had begun. We
started our way to the peak of Rappanhock. We were bruised and scared but
nothing would wipe out our determination. By evening we reached the peak
and immediately set our camp. We built a campfire and roasted some canned
beans and marsh mellows for fire. It was a simple but sumptuous meal. We
sang, cleaned and had a party in wilderness. At last the party got crashed by
our sleepiness. We rushed into the camp and snuggled into the bed and
made ourselves cosy.
By dawn, the continuous chirping of the cuckoos woke us up,we ate some
bread and set to explore Rappanhock Forest. There stood green lush trees,
swaying in the breeze along with the beautiful birds nesting on them. A
stream flowed through our tickling feet. We followed the stream. The stream
led us to a cave. A cave that gave shivers down our spine. It had creepy look to
it and was much scarier than our neighbour Mrs. Dutchman. Caves have
always been frightening to me and so I waved it a big good bye and returned
to the camp. This was one of the best adventure I ever had.
TEJASWINI THOTA
Class VII
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Me, Myself
I was born in my Mom’s womb,
She caressed me to prevent any wound.
I finally came out after a long time,
I was then welcomed with a chime.
My preschool went on cheerfully,
My middle school went on peer-fully.
Expecting my high school to be interesting,
My higher secondary school might be prank-a-resting.
My college might be knowledge might be knowledge gaining,
Which will frame my living.
My career may be happy going,
Which would make my retired life happy.
My retired life should also be peaceful,
But definitely not lazy-full.
This is the story of my life,
Now please let me take a dive.
SHREYAS SANTHOSH IYER
Class VII

My Garden
I have a little terrace garden which is my favourite. I have planted flowers like
Vrikshi, Parijatham and Tulsi. Once I see my green little garden, I feel fresh.
I have vegetables like ladies finger, tomatoes and green chillies. I am waiting
for them to grow and give out flowers and vegetables. I enjoy watering my
plants twice a day. My day starts with my garden and I love being there.
A. SREENIDHI
Class IV
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What Are We Indians Good At?
Indians - The Citizens Of India
We indians are good at many things like hospitality, helping tendency, religious
rituals and pujas, good looking, multi talented, etc.
Hospitality: “Aditi devo bhava” meaning guests are equivalent to god. It regards a
procedure of the host guest relationship. Really it has also become tag line of
india’s ministry of tourism campaign to improve the treatment of tourist in
india.
Rituals or pujas: Though we indians have been influenced by western culture we have never
compromised or forgotton our rituals and pujas. We strongly believe in pujas
and follow many rituals which keeps our tradition and culture alive even
today.
Good looking: I think we indians are the prettiest people in the world.we are the perfect
baked bread neither more fair nor more dark.
Talent:We are the most talented people in the world. It is only due to some reasons
our talent remains unexposed to the world.
Most importantly we are patriotic, we love our country very much. I am
proud to be an indian.

SAMIHA SYEED
Class VII
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Christmas
Christmas! What a wonderful day!
The whole day
I can play.
Play, Play, Play.
We get gifts from Santa
And he lives in Canada
Nobody knows what gift they get
But I will ask for a pet.
Santa comes riding with his deer,
Rudolph the red nose rein deer,
So I have no fear
I want to see Santa near.
The house is decorated with a star
In the beautiful night,
I can see the Santa far
As bright as a light.
RUPESH KUMAR. V
Class V

My Invention
If I were to invent a device that would make things better for me, I would
create a pencil that would bring everything alive that I draw using it. You
wouldn’t need to depend upon anybody. You can create your own stuff as far
as it is within the limit. My passion is art. I have always done my drawings
lively and have wondered how it would be if all I draw become true.
This Magic pencil will make my imagination come true. My own imaginary
world…
N. POORNAASHRI INDIRABALA
Class IX
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My Best Day
My best day
Is my birthday,
I’m so proud
To see the big crowd
I cut the yummy cake
And serve it with milk shake,
The house is full of decoration
This is a real temptation
Lots and lots of gifts
Very heavy to lift,
I want each and every day
As happy as my BIRTHDAY
A.N. POORNIMA
Class II

Walking With Your Eyes Closed
To know how the visually challenged live,
Like snakes that thrive
I started walking with closed eyes
To understand those pitiful lives
I could hear the buzzing of the bees,
And also could feel the gentle breeze.
I could feel the flowers’ fragrance
And now I realise my ignorance.
No one in this world is pitiful
For the God, the creator is merciful,
Though they have lost the sense of sight
They live with enormous amount of might.
C. JAYASURYA NARAYANAN
Class VIII
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Case Study-Diamonds
Well let’s see what to say,
Cut, preserved and polished every day.
What is so special in it?
When it is just carbon, which is also just coal and kajal.
It is the simplest of beauties,
The clear and shiny stone,
Which can be compared
To a good hearted soul.
Its elegance gives peace,
To our Hazy mind,
Let us sleep
In happiness and time.
Its special and unique,
Every man and woman knows.
The importance of its mystique
In front of what I bow.
DEV KARTIK SURANA
Class VIII

Life is beautiful
I am one of God’s beautiful creation,
Warmed inside mother’s womb,
Silent like the tomb.
I was born and years flew, I went to a lovely school,
This was an ocean of learning tool,
I strived, studied and worked hard in learning years,
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Then I peaked in my life’s career with no fears.
I then started ageing gracefully,
Accepting my life thankfully, more soulfully,
I am amazed travelling in this fast cycle of life,
This cycle never rests or rusts.
And over and over in the beautiful journey of life,
I love to cruise,
Not caring about any bruise.
G. NIVEDITHA
Class VII

People
Some people are greedy
Some people need money
Some are kind
Some use their mind.
Some people are fun
From some we run,
Some are fast
And some come last.
Some people always have a smile
And some turn their face a mile
Some are sweet
Some we never want to meet.
The world is full of people
Good and bad
Let us choose them wisely
Or we will go mad.
NANDANA MENON
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Shampoo Tower
During my vacation I was staying at my grandfather’s place. When I reached,
he hugged me and gave me a warm welcome. I went to the washroom to
refresh myself after the long journey. My grandfather had only one rule and
it was not to use his shampoo else I was free to do whatever I wanted to. The
next day my grandfather was out to buy some groceries. I decided to have a
hair wash. I realized I did not have a shampoo. So I thought what might
happen if I use his shampoo and decided that I should use it. After my hair
wash came the worst part, I started to think about what might happen. Initially
I thought if I become bald it would be embarrassing and my friends in school
would tease me. Then I thought if it over grows I would look like a ghost. If it
becomes short and pricky, my hair would be like a cactus. If people came to
know my condition, they would make fun of me. After a few minutes when
my grandfather returned I confessed everything and apologized. He laughed
and told me that it was a special shampoo that the doctors had prescribed
and it was not dangerous at all. After this I gave out a huge sigh of relief.
SIDDHARTH RAJESH
Class VII

Chennai Floods
We all know the devastating flood that Chennai experienced during the month
of November and December. Many lives were lost and many were left homeless.
There are a lot of negative things that happened during the floods but we
also got to learn a lot from the calamity. On the other hand there were many
positives too. During the flood, people from all over came together and worked
and the spirit of unity was evident. There was no caste, creed or religion
there was only oneness. There was nothing like rich and poor, or a celebrity
or common man. There was unity in diversity. Citizens of Chennai faced
nature’s fury with determination and courage. The power cuts during those
times brought families together. The Chennai floods taught us a good lesson
on managing difficult situations with a smile.
ARYA MENON
Class IX
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Why Weekends Should Be Longer
Today, the whole world is buzzing with activities. People never have time for
anything left. In such a state, people around the globe really need time, and
why can’t that extra time be added to a weekend? So here I am to share with
you, a few reasons about why weekends should be longer.
Firstly, we need a break from stress and tension we need time on weekends
to spend with our family and friends. Weekends are meant to have fun and
enjoy, but instead projects, presentations and all that just take up the time.
In such a case, all of us definitely need longer weekends. Now the second
reason is .... you guessed it right, the homework. These days, students get so
much of homework we barely get time to play. No offense but I say, “SAVE
PAPER, BAN HOMEWORK”!!! Now after all of this, let’s come back to time for
ourselves, weekends should be longer so that we can get our own personal
time. I’m sure many people prefer spending time alone and being just by
themselves. Fine, now let’s get to the creative side of reasons, all of you must
be having hobbies. Weekends are the times most people practice their hobbies
and if it gets all stuffed up with other things to do, then when will you perfect
it? Next in line is entertainment. Movies, circuses, fun outings and stuff can
be done only on weekends. We surely need more time to go out and enjoy.
So, now you would’ve understood that weekends are literally the only time
people get in their lives and fifty- two of them are not enough.
I conclude by saying that “ TIME IS PRECIOUS” and man really needs some
more in his life , and I feel that, that little extra time should be added to the
weekends, actually a lot should be. So I say that people, WEEKENDS SHOULD
BE LONGER!!!!
N. HARSHITA
Class VI
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Life With And Without Electricity – A Comparison
Life with electricity
♦ Get up as your alarm clock in your phone buzzes
♦ Brush your teeth and leave the light switched on
♦ Take milk from the fridge and boil it at once on the induction
stove
♦ Drink some coffee from the coffee maker or froth your milk in
the milk
♦ Read news from the electronic tablet
♦ Make many calls from your fully charged mobile phone using a
mobile charger
♦ Use Social Networking endlessly
♦ Order food online if not made at home
♦ Watch TV
♦ Study with lights and fans switched on
♦ Play games like angry birds, jetpack joyride or candy crush
saga
Life without electricity
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Get up as alarm clock buzzes tring tring
Brush your teeth with a torch light
Keep boiling milk many times
Drink coffee the old style with decoction
Hear news from the radio
If milk is not delivered to your home , buy it at 110
If candle needed buy it at 50 instead of 5
Make as less calls as you can from your power bank charged
phone
♦ Social Networking out of your lives for few days
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♦ Call the phone number (using your landline)of your favourite
restaurant asking them to deliver the food
♦ Play board games like Pictionary, Scrabble, Monopoly etc.
♦ Read story books using a Kindle which is fully charged .This is
because a fully charged Kindle lasts for days if not even a few
weeks
♦ Study school books in candle light
P. MANISH ANIRUDDHA
Class VIII

Books
As prize that brings an orphan fame.
The Maze of bone is a dangerous game
What I mean, book worms will know
Because it’s all from the world of books you know
Mythology comes alive on camp half blood
Where, from earth rise giants of mud!
Malgudi the south Indian gem,
Where the common people come.
R. K Narayan’s hands are simply magic
Shakespeare’s works are mostly tragic.
While Katniss plays the game of hunger
Burns the city of Madurai due to Kannagi’s anger.
Plight of the Nazi’s is shown in the diary of Anne Frank
The classic of Pradyumna shows how Dwaraka sank
The Enid Blyton’s books , kids always form a clique
“The fault in our stars” is the most unique.
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During busy school life, reading I miss
But during vacations, I enjoy reading – A Bliss!!
Be it Percy or Harry or Peter Pan or Captain Hook
Just lean back and try to read a book.
MADHUSHREE. N
Class IX

Life with Friends
Friends are life, friends are fun,
They love to bask in the sun.
With you they love to have endless talk
In the park they love to walk.
Granny has friends, so old and plump
They gossip all day and never grump
Grandpa has friends tall and smart
They talk about markets books and marts
Aunty has friends typical pals
They talk clothes and shopping malls
I have friends, lovely and nice
I won’t lose them for any price
Friends are special, friends are great
They are our choices not our fate.
Some on time and some a little late
Indeed life with friends is really great.
J. SAMIK
Class VI
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Travelling – A Key To The World
Travelling is a long long haul
Sailing in the vast oceans
With tides, waves and storms.
Finally I reached the shores of my motherland.
India known for her rich culture,
With sweet, vivid flowers,
And lush green fields.
The elegant Taj Mahal
Built as Mumtaz Mahal
Then soaring high up
In the azure blue sky
I see the leaning tower of Pisa
Resting on its sides
Background with scarlet sunset
Vibrant and resplendent and breath taking.
In the Maglev train I travel
I reach China known for traditions
The Great Wall of China I see
Which seems to have no end.
Then I travel far and wide
In my cute mini cooper
And reach the capital of France
Best known for its fashion.
The Eiffel Tower standing with pride
With its incredible criss-cross patterns
Then I visited Statue of Liberty
Showing equality and fraternity.
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The world is filled with variety of colours
With Nature’s wonders
Mankind begin to ponder
And build Majestic monuments
With all his splendour.
DHIVYA DARSHINI V
Class IX

The Beach

Beach is a nature’s wonder,
We marvel at its splendour
The blue waves touch the sand,
As soft as a baby’s hand
Children love to fly kites,
And also go on rides
The food stalls invite our tummy,
Their snacks are so yummy
It fills our hearts with joy
Come, let’s enjoy.
SHUCHAY. V
Class IV
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My Cool Party
I rule sitting on a pool
I eat an apple pie
Looking at the calendar with my eye,
I look smart
With clothes from the mart
I get gifts
Some tall and some short.
It is one day full of fun
With cakes, candies and bun.
I love my cool party,
When it’s done
I miss all the fun.
YOHAAN C MEHTA
Class II

A Special Secret Place

Everyone has their dear secret place. In the same way I too have one, which
neither my parents nor my sister is aware of. I keep my small toys, colouring
pictures, chocolate wrappers, stickers etc in the draw of study table. I hide it
with my books.
P. PRANITA
Class II
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Dream 2060
I was busily preparing for a creative writing competition held at school on
I6th September 2015. After the competition I saw a sight in the computer
that read “Want to go to the future?” As soon as I clicked it they showed me a
mind boggling picture. As I saw it I suddenly fainted.
When I woke up I was in a different place soon I realised I had been chained
up like hundreds of other boys beside me. They were not from the same
nation, not even from the same time periods. Each boy was from each country.
I was the last boy from the 20th Century. Luckily the boy next to me was from
the late 90’s.
Then suddenly there appeared a man who looked like he was from the future.
“Welcome to the year 2060” he announced. “As you see as the oil, water,
mineral resources have been used up. The rate of oil is million dollars per
litre. “I call upon stage the last boy in the row to introduce himself” he
finished.
Though I did not anything about them I went to the stage and introduced
myself and told them that I did not know anything. Suddenly a Robot pushed
me down the stage. When I woke up I just realised that I was near my bed
post dreaming all night of a future 2060.
SRIDARANEESH. N
Class VII
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Office Bearers for the year
2015-16
46

47

R. THAVISH, L.K.G

M. HARSHAD, L.K.G

ADVAITH ARVIND, L.K.G

V.S. KANISHKA, L.K.G S.R.TUSHAR PERUMAL, L.K.G S. KRISHNAVI, L.K.G

CHRISTINE PAUL ROCK, U.K.G

AKSHARA VINOD, U.K.G
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B.S. SANDIYA SHREE, U.K.G

S. HARSHIKA, U.K.G

SHREE AKASH NARASIMHA, U.K.G

E. SOWJANYA, STD I

V. HARISHANKAR, STD I

G . PAVITRA, STD I
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THARIKA ARAVIND, STD I

SAIKEERTHANA RAJAN, STD I

C. BHAVADARANEE, STD I

R. PRATHAMESH, STD II

R. ETHAN PAUL, STD II

S. DIYA, STD II
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MITHUUL NIVAS, STD II

G . DISHITA, STD II

RICHUOLICKAL, STD II

NEIL B. SHAH, STD III

MRITHINEE PRADEEP, STD III

S. PRANAV, STD III
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G . SARVESH, STD III

M.S. YUVANDHAR, STD III

U. AKSHITHA, STD III

B.K. ABHITHAA SREE, STD IV

PALASH SHARMA, STD IV
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AADHITYA KUMAR, STD IV

PARVATHY VENKATESH, STD IV

V. LAXMAN JAYAM, STD IV

A. ASHIQ RASOOL, STD IV

M. SUDARSINI, STD V

V. RUPESH KUMAR, STD V
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T. MONISH RAGAV, STD V

YUSUF ABBAS, STD V

M. NIRUPAMA, STD V

R. PRIYAMVATHA, STD VI

H. SHALINI, STD VI

M. MONICA PIYAA, STD VII
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KALAIVANI, STD VII

TEJASWINI THOTA, STD VII

G. NIVEDITHA, STD VII

DEV KARTIK SURANA, STD VIII

JOSHUA JOSEPH JULISON, STD VIII

S. GOPIKA, STD IX
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G . KAVYA, STD X

S. NITHYA SHREE, STD X

SUKRISHNA SANKAR, STD X
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